
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL LEBENSTIL 

DEUTSCHER LEBENSTIL UND DEUTSCHE KUL TUR 
(German Lifestyle and Culture) 

7 Things the Covid-19 crisis has taught us about Germany 
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People sunbathing on a beach in Mallorca earlier this year. Mallorca is a much-loved holiday 

destination by Germans. 

The Covid crisis and the German response has revealed a lot about the 

country. From a stubborn stance on cash to an undisputed obsession 

with Mallorca, here's what we've learned, 

Cash will take a long time to disappear 

Those of you who live in Germany will be well aware that you have to 

carry cash on you. Whereas lots of other countries like SwP0°n h'-'vP 

ur .l"ti= r..:,ad w a cas_l les" ~ocIety \ Jr s;:,VE:ral y~ars, Germany has 

always lagged behind. Eating out at a restaurant? In many places you'll 

need cash on you for that. Nipping to a Spati (nickname for late night 

shop in Berlin)? Yup, you'll probably have to stock up on Bargeld. If you try 

to pay with card at a Kneipe (pub) you'd probably be laughed out the door. 

When the pandemic first hit there was a netice:1Llr-> push in Ge,rP,mY tc 

, i-., P tQ _c_ontac1less paymeo__ts. But soon after the first wave, the country 

was back to its old habits. Compare this to Sweden, for instance, where 

customers are urged to avoid cash all the time if it's possible. 

Yes, we are living through a worldwide pandemic involving an infectious 

disease. Yes, we have been warned to constantly wash our hands and try 

and not touch things. No, Germany is not ready to part ways with Bargeld 

just yet. Will it ever? 

... but Germany is embracing the digital side (slowly) 

The impossible happened in Berlin when faced with a call to limit social 

contact - some things moved online. I know, it's hard to believe. Even I 

found it difficult to comprehend when I realised could register my new 

address in Berlin online instead of having to make an appointment and 

report at the office in real life. 

Although things are 

slow, the pandemic 

seems to have 

given Germany a 

push into the 21st 

century. As well as 

some states 

allowing people to 

register online, 

other bureaucratic 

proce.?ses like applying for :Cl ·rngetd, or parental benefits, and 

i>qu~_Sti8g _sick leave from doctors was also given c1 _cligital upgrade. 

The pandemic also highlighted slow digital progress at schools in 

particular, such as a lack of Wi-Fi in classrooms and limited use of digital 

tools and media. 

Most of us can't wait for the day when German services accept 

agreements online. Currently in most cases we have to locate a printer, 

print a document out, sign it by hand and then send it in the post (or by 

fax) . 

Nothing will get in the way of Germans and Mallorca 

This one we learned during the now infamous Easter fiasco, which 

involved a lockdown that never happened and a grovelling apology from 

rha11cellor Angela Merkel. Oh, and tens of thousands of tourists flying 

from Germany to Mallorca as Covid infections soared here. 


